
 

 

 

- Visit the Children in the Ghetto website http://ghetto.galim.org.il/ and click on the 

Entrance icon.  . 

 Upon entering, you will see an imaginary street in front of you. This street represents the 

ghetto. You can navigate around the street with the arrows found on its sides. 

 

• The highlighted drawings are portals to sections on various subjects regarding the world 

of the ghetto.  

• Each section can also be viewed by clicking on the matching icon at the bottom of the 

street. 

 During the lesson we will view different section on the website.  The move from section to 

section will be done through the street. 

1. With the help of the arrow on the left side of the street      navigate to the newspaper 

stand. By clicking on the armbands on display in the stand you will enter the Marking the 

Jews section. 

 The Marking the Jews section can be accessed by clicking on the icon    at the bottom 

of the street). 

 a) Read the explanation and look at the photograph next to it. Why did Jews have to wear 

the patch in the ghetto?  

 b) Read the testimonies of Ruth Minsky-Sender and Bilha Shefer (On Paper icon 

  ), complete the tasks at hand and answer the accompanying questions. 

2. Return to the street . Scroll left with the assistance of the arrow         

until you reach the end of the street, here you will find a barbed wire fence. Click on the 

fence to enter the Closure and Isolation section. (This section can be accessed by clicking 

on the icon            at the bottom of the street). 

 

 a) Read the explanation, look at the photograph next to it and watch the video testimonies 

in this section (Testimony icon                ). 



 

 

 b) Hassia Ben Dov, Zehava Zuckerman and Israel Aviram were children during the 

Holocaust. How do they describe the deportation to the ghetto? 

 c) Which changes occur in a child’s life as a result of being deported to the ghetto? 

 d) In your opinion, what are the difficulties created by these changes? 

3. Return to the street . Scroll right with the assistance of the arrow  

   until the next street corner where a large crowd has gathered. Click on the crowd to enter 

the Crowded Ghetto section. (This section can be accessed by clicking on the icon            

 at the bottom of the street). 

 a) Read the explanation, look at the photograph and watch the testimonies found in this 

section (Testimony icon          ). 

 b) In your opinion, what did children have to give up when they moved into a single room 

with all their family members? 

 c) Look at photograph number 1(Photograph icon  ) and the drawing (Drawing 

icon               ) in this section and complete the tasks at hand. 

4. Return to the street . Scroll right with the assistance of the right arrow  

             until you reach the end of the street. In the upper right hand window you can see a 

girl drawing a butterfly. Click on the window to enter the Wings of Imagination section. 

(This section can be accessed by clicking on the icon        at the bottom of the street). 

 

a) Read the explanation: What did children in the ghetto think, write and draw about? Why? 

 b) Look at the drawing of the teenage girl Eva (Hava) Lubova and read Paul Friedman’s 

poem (Drawing icon              ) and answer the question next to them. 



 

 

5. Return to the street . Click on the group of children holding cutlery in their 

hands to enter the Hunger in the Ghetto section. (This section can be 

  accessed by clicking on the icon        at the bottom of the street). 

 a) Read the explanation and watch the testimonies of Israel Aviram and Zehava 

Zuckerman found in this section (Testimony icon  ). 

 b) Israel Aviram and Zehava Zuckerman were children during the Holocaust. How do they 

describe the suffering caused due to the food shortages? How did Israel Aviram’s 

family cope with food shortages? 

 c) Watch Shmuel Gal’s testimony (Testimony (2) icon     ), read the excerpt from 

Sara Plager Zyskind’s book (On Paper icon            ) and answer the 

  questions next to them. 

 d) What were the uncertainties and emotions the children were forced to deal with due to 

the food shortages and the hunger in the ghetto? 

6. Return to the street . Scroll left with the assistance of the left arrow  

   until you reach the wall at the end of the street. There are four children standing 

around a hole in the wall.  Click on the children to enter the Children Smugglers section. 

(This section can be accessed by clicking on the icon                      at the bottom of the 

street). 

 a) Read the explanation, look at the photograph next to it and watch the testimonies in this 

section (Testimony icon        ). Why did the children become the ghetto's heroes? 

 b) Why was it that young children in particular became smugglers in the ghetto? 

 c) What, in your opinion, did the children who were engaged in smuggling food into the 

ghetto feel during these acts? 



 

 

7. Return to the street . Scroll right with the assistance of the arrow 

until you reach the end of the street.  In the building's first floor window one can see children 

working with a sewing machine. Click on the link and enter the Children at Work section.  

(This section can be accessed by clicking on the icon        at the bottom of the street). 

 

 a) Read the explanation and answer the following question: Why were the children of the 

ghetto forced to work? 

 b) Look at the photographs in this section (Photo icon     ), complete the tasks at 

hand and answer the questions. 

8. Return to the street . Scroll right with the assistance of the right arrow  

until you reach the end of the street. In the upper right hand window you can see a girl 

drawing a butterfly. Click on the window to enter the Wings of Imagination section. (This 

section can be accessed by clicking on the icon   at the bottom of the street). 

 a) Look at the stamp bearing the image of Peter Ginz and read the explanation next to it 

(Artifact icon     ). 

 b) Read Abraham (Avramek) Kopolevichxt's poem “A Dream” (Poem icon   ) and 

answer the questions next to it. 

 c) What is the shared subject in both Peter Ginz’s painting “Moon Landscape” and 

Avramek’s poem “A Dream?” In your opinion, why did both teenage boys focus on this 

subject? 

9. Return to the street . On the top floor of the building one can see children 

studying.  Click on the windows to enter the Schools in the Ghetto section. (This section 

can be accessed by clicking on the icon      at the bottom of the street). 
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 a) Read the testimonies of Yitzchak Rudishevsky, Efraim Dekel and Sara Zelor-Orbach 

(On Paper icon      ), complete the tasks at hand and answer the questions next to 

them. 

 b) Look at the photograph in this section (Photograph icon  ) and read the 

explanation next to it. Why did the Jews continue running schools in the ghetto despite 

the ban? (The explanation at the beginning of the section may help you better 

understand        ). 

10. Return to the street . Scroll slightly to the right with the help of the right 

arrow    .  In the narrow alley across the street, one can see three children playing 

with a ball.  Click on the children to enter the Children’s Games section. (This section can 

be accessed by clicking on the icon     at the bottom of the street). 

 a) Read the excerpt from Shalom Eilati’s story about his childhood in the Kaunas Ghetto 

(On Paper icon     ), complete the task at hand and answer the questions next to it. 

 b) Look at the Monopoly game from the Theresienstadt Ghetto (Artifact icon 

          ) and answer the following questions: 

  - How are the games seen here similar to Monopoly and the dolls that you know? 

  - How are they different? 

11. Return to the street . 

Summarizing Questions: 

Now, after having completed the tour of the site, choose one of the sources that you have seen 

during the tour (picture, artifact, poem, photograph, written testimony or video testimony) and 

answer the following questions: 

 - What can be learned from the source about the boy or girl it belonged to? 

 - What can be learned from the source about the life of children in the ghetto? 

 


